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Meat Procurement and Distribution by Ohio 
Grocery Chains and Affiliated Wholesalers 
THOMAS T. STOUT, MURRAY H. HAWKINS, and BRUCE W. MARION 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent years have witnessed dramatic changes 
in the wholesale-retail sector of the livestock meat in-
dustry. The post-World War II period has been 
characterized by the rapid growth of affiliated retail 
grocery organizations, the continued expansion of 
chain retailing (particularly among smaller chains), 
and the gradual disappearance of the independent 
grocer as many of the more attractive single firms 
joined the affiliated movements and less capably man-
aged units succumbed in the competitive struggle. 
During these same years, the meat packing in-
dustry has been undergoing rapid changes. These 
include the movement away from terminal markets, 
development of modern plants adapted to new tech-
nologies at interior locations, greater specialization 
among packers in developing plants designed for one 
or perhaps two species of animals, and concentration 
of larger packers on the development and strengthen-
ing of brand-name products as opposed to slaughter 
and fresh meat sales. Direct sales to retailers in-
creased, the use of Federal grades for beef became 
widespread, specialization among independent meat 
wholesalers developed rapidly, truck transportation 
over great distances became common, and packer 
branch house activity generally declined hut region-
ally showed increased sales in areas such as the Pa-
cific coast and parts of the South. 
As new relationships between packers and retail-
ers developed in wholesale trade channels, these were 
characterized by new approaches to merchandising 
and procurement, product advertising, and pricing at 
both wholesale and retail levels. The increasing 
market power of affiliated and chain retailers, togeth-
er with the growth of self-service and increasing pres-
sures of keen competition, have been manifested in in-
creasingly stringent requirements and product speci-
fications laid down by retailers to their suppliers. 
Private labels, meat programs, and now the develop-
ment of central warehousing all have been employed 
by retail organizations as cost-reducing devices. These 
also serve to protect or augment market power and 
provide a means of enforcing centrally defined poli-
cies, plans, and requirements among both suppliers 
and individual retail outlets. 
The nature and significance of some of these 
changes at the national level recently fell under pub-
3 
lie scrutiny and examination in the much discussed 
studies of the National Commission on Food Market-
ing.1 A recent publication of the Ohio Agricultural 
Research and Development Center summarized a 
survey of structural changes in the Ohio meat pack-
ing industry.2 
This study was undertaken to identify the na-
ture of changes that are taking place in Ohio meat 
retailing, including wholesale procurement methods 
and channels. Data were collected on certain facets 
of retail competitive strategy and tactics, such as ad-
vertising, promotion, pricing, and purchasing, as well 
as on the growth of some of the dynamic newer de-
velopments in Ohio retailing such as meat programs 
and central warehousing. 
The information was obtained through a series 
of extensive interviews with the meat directors of 13 
chains and 11 affiliated groups operating in Ohio. 
These 24 meat directors discussed with candor (and 
at times with understandable caution) the goals, 
practices, and policies of their firms and thus the fates 
of meat departments in 1,468 grocery stores distri-
buted throughout Ohio, plus some additional stores 
beyond the state's boundaries. The 930 affiliated 
stores and 538 chain stores serviced by these organiza-
tions in Ohio accounted for 70 to 90 percent of metro-
politan meat sales in the state. 
The information obtained from these interviews 
has been presented in detailed form elsewhere.3 In 
summarizing these findings for the present publica-
tion, it has been necessary to offer only the briefest 
\ommentary on selected aspects of the findings. Con-
sequently, it is appropriate to regard the tables as the 
principal source of detailed information and the text 
as an introduction to their interpretation and some of 
their implications. The following definitions clarify 
some terminology encountered throughout the report. 
Large Chains-Seven firms were interviewed 
which operated 20 or more establishments. These 
~Food from Farmer to Consumer, Report of the National Com· 
mission on Food Marketing. June 1966. U. S. Government Printing 
Office. Also, see Technical Studies 1 and 7 of the Commission, The 
livestock and Meat Industry and Food Retailing. 
'Stout, Thomas, T. and Ronald W. Dickey. Nov. 1964. The Ohio 
Livestock Slaughter Industry-A Survey. Ohio Agri. Exp. Sta., Res. 
Circ. 1 34. 
'Hawkins, Murray H. 1967. An Analysis of Structure and Con· 
duct in the Wholesale Meat Industry in Ohio. Ph.D. Dissertation, 
The Ohio State University. 
firms varied from an organization confined largely to 
one metropolitan area upward to a national chain with 
more than 11,000 stores. 
Small Chains-Six organizations were interview-
ed which operated four or more stores but less than 20. 
All Chains--Refers to the seven large chains and 
the six small chains combined. 4 
Affiliated Groups-Eleven meat directors were 
interviewed who were employed by grocery whole-
salers servicing independent retailers which were "af-
filiated" by a common name and certain common en-
deavors. These included both voluntary and coop-
erative organizations." 
All Retail Firms-Refers to the 13 chains and 
11 affiliates combined. 
National Packers-Packers with established dis-
tribution systems and brand names which are essen-
tially national in scope. Ten packers have custom-
arily been classified in this category: Swift, Armour, 
W'ilson, Cudahy, Hormel, Morrell, Hygrade, Oscar 
Mayer, Rath, and Tobin. 
Regional Packers-Packers of less than national 
scope which may regularly sell products in many states. 
Examples of such packers important to Ohio retailers 
are Marhoefer, Stark and Wetzel, Kahn, Eckert, Such-
er, and Sugardale. 
Meat Wholesalers-Independent non-slaughter-
ing merchant middlemen buying, fabricating, in some 
cases processing, and selling fresh meat and brand-
name products. 
Thi<> report hegins with a discussion of meat pro-
grams and meat warehousing, which prove frequently 
to be the central forces from which further changes 
are developed. It progresses through a review of re-
lated changes in procurement to a summary of price 
and non-price competitive strategies. It concludes 
with some appraisals of competitive strengths and 
weaknesses in Ohio meat retailing today. 
CHANGING CHARACTERISTICS OF 
MEAT PROGRAMS 
A program is a plan for organized service: (a) 
to retail organizations by product suppliers or (h) to 
individual retail stores by chain or affiliated headquar-
4The dato were not weighted by firm size. Rother, the results 
in the tables represent simple averages with oil firms weighted equal-
ly. Inasmuch os dote for the six smell chains ore nat reported sepa-
rately in the tables, the reader may on occasion wish to pull this in-
formation out of the "o/1 chains" category. The small chain figures 
can be estimated by doubling the "all chains" figure and deducting 
the figure for Iorge chains. 
'Voluntary organizations ore initiated and sponsored by a 
wholesaler. Cooperative ventures are initiated ond sponsored by a 
group of independent retailers which collectively owns or controls 
wholesale facilities. 
4 
ters.': The supplier-sponsored programs, offered by 
meat wholesalers or packers, focus largely on standard-
izing the complexities of the relationship between the 
supplier and retail headquarters. Typical matters 
for standardization are product specifications, methods 
of price determination, advertising allowances, and as-
sorted supplier services. Store programs, developed 
by chain or affiliated headquarters,' focus mostly on 
services provided to individual stores. Since these 
programs require central planning and therefore some 
central control, they result in some loss of autonomy 
by individual store operators or meat department man-
agers. 
Whether employed by chains or affiliated groups, 
retail store programs vary widely in services provided. 
The minimum service normally involved is the central 
billing of meat. 
Programs among affiliated groups may also in-
clude centralization of store orders, central selection, 
advertising, accounting, merchandising assistance, and 
the development of a suggested departmental price 
structure. But all of these services are not utilized by 
all member retailers, some of whom cherish their in-
dependence more than the advantages that centraliza-
tion can provide. However, nearly all chains have at 
least the above services in their programs and all stores 
participate fully. 
Newer services are being added to store programs, 
particularly by the large chains. These include ware-
housing, carcass streamlining, primal cutting, and pre-
paring and packaging retail cut<>. Affiliated programs 
are be:-oming more complete and enjoy improving 
participation among members but generally these pro-
grams stop short of warehousing meat .. 
Whether or not this omission limits the effective-
ness of affiliate programs is a matter of lively debate 
in some affiliated organizations. Ina~much as the 
primary objective of a meat program is to enable the 
organization to compete more effectively (measurably, 
at the retail level), the effectiveness of the program 
must be appraised from this standpoint. In recent 
years, small chains and affiliated retailers have grown 
more rapidly than large chains. Of these three types 
of firms, only the large chains are warehousing a sig-
nificant portion of their meat products. This sug-
"Programs have existed for many years in the wholesaling ond 
retailing of dry groceries but similar accomplishments in the market-
ing of perishables such os produce and meat ore a recent develop-
ment. Sincere efforts to overcome problems associated with perish-
ability, while operating under competitive pressures demanding im-
proved efficiency, account for much of the urgency with which meat 
programs are regarded by industry participants today. 
'Store programs may be offered by packers or meet wholesalers 
to unaffiliated independent stores but generally these are very limit-
ed in scope. Unaffiliated independent stores nationally account for 
8 percent of retail grocery sales and are not considered in this study. 
gests that warehousing is not a necessary element of an 
effective meat program. 
However, for the large chain organizations which 
depend upon efficient procurement and distribution 
as a competitive strength, meat warehousing may he 
an important asset. For small chains with limited 
volume and for affiliated wholesalers servicing some-
what smaller stores which are often widely dispersed, 
meat warehousing may not be competitively necessary 
or economically feasible. The competitive strengths 
of small chains and affiliated retailers have been their 
flexibility and their merchandising finesse. 
Where economically feasible, a meat warehouse 
strengthens the control of chain and affiliated head-
quarters and for this reason may he considered, even 
if it is not nece."sary for competitive effectiveness at 
store level. Central control is an important dimen-
sion of all store meat programs. In general, the three 
most important control mechanisms are: 
1. Centralization of retail pricing, featuring, 
advertising, and promotional strategy. These 
largely determine the merchandising thrust 
and impact of the individual stores. 
2. Centralization of meat procurement. The 
wholesale pricing and procurement power 
provided by the combined volume of many 
TABLE 1.-Procurement Channels and Deliveries of Meat Products, by Type of Retail Organization, Ohio, 
1964-65.* 
Meat Products 
Carcass Beef Fresh Smoked Fresh Veal Luncheon 
Supplier Beef Cuts Pork Pork Sausage Lamb Broilers Meats 
Affiliated Groups 
Packeri' 
Percent of toto J;j::j: 95.0 86.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.2 97.7 
Percent to store:j: 100.0 92.0 100.0 95.4 100.0 98.2 90.0 91.0 
Percent to warehouse* • 0.0 8.0 0.0 4.6 0.0 1.8 10.0 9.0 
Wholesalertt 
Percent of toto J:j::j: 5.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 2.3 
Percent to store 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 
Percent to warehouse 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Lorge Chains 
Packer 
Percent of toto I 100.0 80.0 97.1 100.0 92.8 92.8 78.5 92.8 
Percent to store 43.8 39.7 70.2 55.3 85.7 45.3 43.3 69.2 
Percent to warehouse 56.2 60.3 29.8 44.7 14.3 54.7 56.7 30.8 
Wholesaler 
Percent of total 0.0 20.0 2.9 0.0 7.2 7.2 21.5 7.2 
Percent to store 0.0 30.3 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 80.0 
Percent to warehouse 0.0 69.7 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 20.0 
All Chains 
Packer 
Percent of toto I 99.2 81.5 98.7 100.0 89.2 96.1 86.5 89.2 
Percent to store 69.7 63.5 83.9 76.1 92.0 70.5 71.6 83.4 
Percent to warehouse 30.3 36.5 16.1 23.9 8.2 39.5 28.4 16.1 
Wholesaler 
Percent of toto I 0.8 18.5 1.6 0.0 10.8 3.9 13.5 10.8 
Percent to store 100.0 30.4 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 90.0 
Percent to warehouse 0.0 69.6 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 10.0 
All Retail Firms 
Packer 111'''1"1/"lllu 
Percent of total 97.3 83.5 99.1 100.0 94.1 98.0 91.4 93.1 
Percent to store 83.6 88.6 89.9 80.3 97.2 83.2 80.0 87.2 
Percent to warehouse 16.4 11.4 1.1 11.7 2.8 16.8 20.0 12.8 
Wholesaler 
Percent of toto I 2.7 16.5 0.9 0.0 5.9 2.0 8.6 6.9 
Percent to store 100.0 63.4 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 94.7 
Percent to warehouse 0.0 36.6 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 5.3 
*All 24 retail organizations reporting. 
tlncludes packer branch houses. 
:j:Percent delivered direct to store by supplier. 
**Percent delivered to warehouse by supplier. 
ttJncludes jobbers. 
percentage of product tonnage supplied to the study firms by packers ond meat wholesalers. :j::j:Represents the average 
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Fig. 1.-Percent of different meat products delivered to retail warehouses. 
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stores and the resulting control over quality 
standards make this a critical source of 
control. 
3. Centralized warehousing. Through the 
elimination of store-door delivery, this re-
moves the last remaining contact between 
the packer supplier and the individual 
stores. It creates greater control over the 
supplier and greater dependence of individ-
ual stores on the distribution center. 
All three of these control devices are reflected in 
the most complete meat program~. Such programs 
understandably have a profound effect on structure, 
performance, and conduct in meat wholesaling and 
retailing. A closer examination of these effects ap-
propriately begins with central warehousing. 
CENTRAL WAREHOUSING 
Affiliated programs made little use of central 
warehouses for meat products. Nearly all meat was 
delivered store-door by the supplying packer. In 
some instances ( 10 percent of the broilers, 9 percent 
of the luncheon meat, 8 percent of beef cuts, and 4.6 
percent of the smoked pork), packers did deliver to a 
warehouse. A small amount of meat was purchased 
from wholesalers and received store-door. Whole-
salers never delivered to warehouses and seldom ac-
counted for more than 5 percent of total purchases 
other than beef cuts (Table 1). 
In contrast, large chains made extensive use of 
warehouses. For example, for large chains, 56 per-
cent of beef carcasses and 60 percent of beef cuts were 
delivered to the chain warehouses. Large chains 
warehoused nearly half of their smoked pork and 
more than half of their veal, lamb, and broilers. 
Small chains, however, followed more closely the pat-
tern of affiliated firms and warehoused a very small 
percentage of meat products (Figure 1 and Table 1 ) . 
The difference between large chains' and affili-
ates' use of central warehousing is partly a matter of 
economics and partly beliefs. All affiliated groups 
agreed that there were advantages to store-door de-
livery and none thought there were no advantages. 
Large chains did not agree. Twenty-eight percent 
said there were no advantages and 72 percent agreed 
that there were advantage<> to store-door delivery. 
Advantages which were particularly attractive to 
both chains and affiliates were product freshness and 
lower costs (Table 2. ) 
In examining the advantages of central ware-
housing, the views of affiliates and small chains were 
in sharp contrast with the views of large chains. More 
than half of the affiliates and nearly two-thirds of 
the small chains saw no real advantage hut 86 per-
cent of the large 'hains cited specific advantages. 
Less than 1 0 percent of the small chains indicated 
any advantages to central warehousing. 
Important among the advantages cited by the 
large chains were better control (including delivery) 
and lower costs (Table 3.) This did not mean low-
er warehousing costs but lower total costs. Thus it 
became a cost consideration different for chains, 
which are responsible for all costs including store op-
erations, than for affiliates, where this was not gener-
ally true. 
Important differences of attitude also seemed 
to exist. For example, when affiliates considered 
TABLE 2.-Percentage Distribution of Advantages of Store-Door Delivery by Type of Retail Organization, 
Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated Large All Retail 
Advantages Groups Chains All Chains Firms 
Percent 
None 00 28.5 15.3 8 0 
Yes 100.0 71 5 76 9 88.0 
Do not know 00 0.0 7 8 40 
100 0 100.0 100 0 100 0 
Speciftc Advantages Ctted 
Fresher product 23 8 33.3 35 0 29 3 
lower cost 23.8 16.7 15 0 19 5 
Eltminates tnventory problems 4.8 0.0 15 0 9 8 
Packers more efftctent 14.3 8 3 5.0 9.8 
less shrtnk 9.6 25 0 10 0 9 8 
Better deltvery 4.8 16 7 15 0 9.8 
Easier to control packer than own people 4 8 00 50 4.8 
Operottons too smo II for warehouse 4 8 00 00 2.4 
lock of store density 4.8 00 00 24 
Only wtth beef and poultry 4 5 00 00 24 
--
100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 
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the problem<> a~~ociated with central warehousing, 
difficulties of seeming!} formidable proportions were 
cited, including the need for longer shelf life, stores 
which were too small, excessive <;hrinkage, duplica-
tion of packer '>ervices, and high warehousing costs. 
The onl} problem noted by chains was that ware-
housing co'its were high (Table 4). 
Further implications of warehousing as a con-
trol mechani<>m in the meat program are apparent 
a<> one examines another important area of control-
procurement 
PROCUREMENT PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES 
Regional packers predominated as suppliers to 
the<>e 24 firms. However, as is true of wholesale 
meat channel~ elsewhere, national packers figured 
more prominent!) in <>upplying large chains in Ohio 
and regional packers were more closely associated 
with smaller chains and affiliated organizations. 
Merchant wholesalers of meat generally have de-
creac;ed in importance as direct channels have be-
TABLE 3.-Percentage Distribution of Advantages of 
Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affili~;~ted 
Advantages Groups 
None 54 5 
Yes 45 5 
Do not know 00 
1000 
Specofoc Advantages Coted 
Better control 25 0 
Lower cost 16 6 
Contmuous flow to stores when needed 16 6 
Controls store delivery 0 0 
Better bargamong posotoon 8 3 
Features easoer to obtam 00 
Small store mventory 8 3 
Fresh product on shelf 8 3 
Make self mdospensable 8 3 
Only way to get natoona I brands 8 6 
come more firmly established between packers and 
retailers in Ohio and elsewhere. Consequently, 
wholesalers did not constitute a major source of sup-
ply to these firms. Where they did figure signifi-
cantly, the relationship was based on product offer-
ing rather than on retail firm size. For example, 
wholesalers supplied 15 to 20 percent of beef cuts to 
both chains and affiliates and varying amounts of 
broilers, lamb, and fresh sausage (Figures 2-4 and 
Tables 5-6). 
Small local meat packers, often doubling as meat 
wholesalers, also were important suppliers of broiler<>, 
veal, and lamb. Affiliates purchased 10 to 20 per-
cent of their beef cuts and carcasses from these local 
packers and small chains purchased perhaps 20 per-
cent or more of their pork loins from them. 
All this is peripheral, however, to the compara-
tive significance of regional and national packers as 
suppliers of major items such as beef cuts and car-
casses, together with pork loins and brand-name prod-
ucts. More than 70 percent of the beef tonnage, 
Central Warehousing by Type of Retail Organization, 
Large All Retail 
Chains All Ch~;~in• Firms 
Percent 
14 2 38 4 45 8 
85 8 46 2 45 8 
00 15 4 84 
100 0 100 0 100 0 
35 3 35 3 31 5 
23 5 23 5 20 2 
11 8 11 8 13 8 
17 6 17 6 10 3 
58 58 6 8 
6 0 60 3 8 
0 0 00 34 
0 0 0 0 34 
0 0 0 0 34 
0 0 00 34 
TABLE 4.-Percentage Distribution of Problems of Central Warehousing by Type of Retail Organization Ohio 
1964-65. 1 I 
Affiliated Large All Retail 
Problems Coted Groups Chaons All Ch~;~ins Forms 
Percent 
Cost too h ogh 14 3 100 0 100 0 33 4 
Packer does JOb 42 8 0 0 0 0 33 3 
Longer package lofe needed 14 3 0 0 0 0 11 1 
Stores too small to warrant 14 3 0 0 0 0 11 1 
Shronk too great 14 3 0 0 00 11 1 
100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 
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Fig. 2.-Percent of carcass beef tonnage obtained from different suppliers. 
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Fig. 3.-Percent of pork loin tonnage obt>ained from different suppliers. 
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Fig. 4.-Percent of broiler tonnage obtained from different suppliers. 
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both carcass beef and cuts, purchased by affiliates 
was supplied by regional packers. National packers 
supplied only 4-5 percent. Corporate chains used 
regional packers almost as heavily ( 60 percent of the 
beef tonnage) but relied much more heavily on na-
tional packers than affiliates, purchasing 25 to 40 
percent of their beef tonnage in both cut and carcass 
form (Figure 2 and Table 5.) 
The strength of regional packers was greatest as 
suppliers of pork loins and most brand-name prod-
ucts. They provided 86 percent of affiliate loin ton-
nage, up to 80 percent of chain loin tonnage, and 70 
to 90 percent of brand-name products except canned 
hams (Figure 3 and Table 6). 
Selection ,and Dismissal of Suppliers 
An apparent reason for the dominance of region-
al packers in this survey is their great numbers in the 
Corn Belt states, an area of intense regional packer 
activity. Moreover, few national packers are locat-
ed in Ohio and adjacent states. But the pattern of 
national packers as suppliers of many products to 
large chains and regional packers as suppliers to 
smaller chains and affiliated group:;; is a national oc-
currence. 
Much of the explanation appears to lie in the 
criteria for selection used when retailers choose their 
suppliers and thereafter judge them according to 
their performance in conforming to these criteria. 
In this selection process, nothing matters more in 
choosing a supplier than consistency and depend-
ability of both product and service. And nothing 
will cause order cancellations or supplier dismissals 
faster than failure in these matters (Figures 5-6 and 
Tables 7-8). 
TABLE 5.-Percentage Distribution of Fresh Meat Tonnage by Source of Supply, Product Class, and Re~ail Or-
ganization, Ohio, 1964-65.* 
Source of Supply 
Product by National Regional Local 
Retail Organization Packers Packers Packers Wholesalers 
Fresh Beef 
Affiliated Groups 4.2 72.3 18.5 5.0 
large Chains 40.8 59.0 0.2 0.0 
All Chains 30.6 61.4 7.2 0.8 
All Retail Firms 17.6 66.5 13.2 2.7 
Beef Cutst 
Affi I iated Groups 4.5 70.5 11.0 14.0 
large Chains 28.8 48.2 3.0 20.0 
All Chains 23.8 57.2 0.5 18.5 
All Retail Firms 13.1 64.3 6.1 16.5 
Fresh Park loins 
A ffi I iated Groups 8.0 86.5 5.5 0.0 
large Chains 14.0 80.5 2.6 2.9 
All Chains 16.9 69.2 12.3 1.6 
All Retail Firms 12.7 77.8 8.6 0.9 
Broilers:!: 
Affiliated Groups 7.6 45.8 43.8** 2.8 
large Chains 22.9 37.8 17.9 21 .4 
All Chains 30.6 40.9 15.0 13.5 
All Retail Firms 20.1 43.4 ?7.9 8.6 
Veal 
A ffi I i a ted Groups 17.5 38.1 44.4 0.0 
large Chains 10.9 68.3 20.8 0.0 
All Chains 6.5 51.0 42.5 0.0 
All Retail Firms 11.5 45.2 43.3 0.0 
lamb 
Affiliated Groups 41.6 41.6 5.5 11.3 
large Chains 44.2 55.8 0.0 0.0 
All Chains 46.5 33.5 20.0 0.0 All Retail Firms 44.2 37.3 13.1 5.4 
*Based on tonnage. 
t23 percent of total beef purchases were wholesale beef cuts. Purchases ranged from 0-66 percent. 
*:1 0.6 percent of to;al brorler purchases were wholesale broiler cuts. Purchases ranged from 0·33 percent. 
Many local suppliers both slaughtered and wholesoled broilers. Combined operations were classified as local suppliers. 
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TABLE 6.-Percentage Distribution of Branded Meat Tonnage by Source of Supply and by Type of Retail Or-
ganization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Product by Source of Supply* 
Retail National Regional Local Store 
Organization Packers Packers Packers Processedt 
Hams 
Affiliated Groups 4.9 93.9 1.2 0.0 
Large Chains 28.4 71.6 0.0 0.0 
All Chains 24.6 75.0 0.4 0.0 
All Retail Firms 16.3 82.9 0.8 0.0 
Canned Hams 
Affiliated Groups 88.9 11.1 0.0 0.0 
Large Chains 59.8 40.2 0.0 0.0 
All Chains 85.2 14.8 0.0 0.0 
All Retail Firms 87.2 12.8 0.0 0.0 
Bacon 
Affiliated Groups 9.2 79.0 11.8 0.0 
Large Chains 17.0 83.0 0.0 0.0 
All Chains 15.7 84.3 0.0 0.0 
All Retail Firms 12.8 81.9 5.3 0.0 
Wieners 
Affiliated Groups 8.2 86.5 5.3 0.0 
Large Chains 16.4 77.8 5.8 0.0 
All Chains 12.5 84.0 3.5 0.0 
All Retail Firms 10.6 85.3 4.1 0.0 
Luncheon Meats 
Affiliated Groups 5.:! 90.4 4.4 0.0 
Large Chains 9.7 83.3 7.0 0.0 
All Chains 8.5 87.1 4.4 0.0 
All Retail Firms 6.9 88.6 4.5 0.0 
Fresh Sausage 
Affiliated Groups 0.4 85.7 0.8 13.1 
Large Chains 5.0 70.1 0.0 24.9 
All Chains 3.1 77.4 5.9 13.6 
All Retail Firms 1.5 81.2 4.0 13.3 
*Includes packer branch houses. 
toccasionally, products in these categories may be received at the retail outlet as a packer brand item but then may be repackaged and 
sold as a non-branded product. In this sense, some of these products are store processed. However, no data were collected to indicate the 
percentage of different products handled in this way. 
TABLE 7.-Percentage Distribution of Signifioant Factors in Selecting a Supplier by Type of Retail Organiza-
tion, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated Large All Retail 
Factors Groups Chains All Chains Firms 
Dependable service 37.8 14.2 17.9 27.0 
Uniform quality 22.7 30.9 19.2 20.8 
Meat program 12.1 11.9 19.2 15.9 
Lower price 16.6 16.6 10.2 13.1 
Reliability, integrity 3.0 26.4 17.9 11.1 
Community image 0.0 0.0 11.5 6.2 
Packer cooperation 6.0 0.0 1.2 3.4 
Personal contact 0.0 0.0 2.9 1.9 
Advertising promotion 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.6 
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AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS 
2.7 
SMALL CHAINS 
LARGE CHAINS 
D DEPENDABLE SERVICE 
D LOWER PRICE 
~ MEAT PROGRAM 
FZI UNIFORM QUALITY 
llllillil RELIABILITY, INTEGRITY 
I§§ COMMUNITY IMAGE 
• OTHER 
Fig. 5.-Most important factors in selecting a supplier, by percentage of responses. 
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AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS 
LARGE CHAINS 
D INFERIOR, INCONSISTENT PRODUCT 
D . UNRELIABLE DELIVERY 
EZ3 FAILURE TO CARRY OUT COMMITMENT 
~ DIRECT SELLING TO STORES 
SMALL CHAINS liiiliiiJ FAILURE TO DEVELOP SPECIALS 
-
OTHER 
Fig. 6.-Most import•ant factors in causing cancellation of a supplier, by percentage of responses. 
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TABLE B.-Percentage Distribution of Factors Significant in Causing Cancellation of a Supplier, by Type of 
Retail Organization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated 
Factors Groups 
Unreliable delivery 37.5 
Inferior, inconsistent product 12.5 
Failure to carry ovt commitment 16.6 
Failure to develop specials 4.1 
Direct selling to stores 12.5 
Misrepresentation 4.1 
Overcharging 4.1 
Poor claim service 4.1 
Consistent higher pricing 4.5 
No consumer demand 0.0 
100.0 
However, there were interesting differences of 
emphasis between affiliate and chain meat directors 
which reflected the differences in their organizations. 
For example, among affiliates, the most important 
single criterion in selecting a supplier was dependable 
service and the most common cause for dismissal was 
unreliable delivery. Among large chains, nothing was 
more critical in selecting a supplier than uniform qual-
ity, followed closely by reliability and integrity (Figure 
5). Two-thirds of all dismissals occurred for inferior 
or inconsistent quality and unreliable delivery (Figure 
6). 
The importance of reliable delivery and service 
to affiliated organizations indicates the vulnerable po-
sition of the affiliated wholesaler. Unreliable deliv-
Large All Retail 
Chains All Chains Firms 
31.2 29.6 33.3 
31.2 33.3 23.5 
18.7 14.8 15.6 
6.2 11.2 7.8 
0.0 0.0 5.8 
6.2 3.7 4.0 
0.0 3.7 4.0 
0.0 0.0 2.0 
0.0 0.0 2.0 
6.5 3.7 2.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
ery by a supplier may result in the loss of a retail ac-
count. And, judging from the response in this study, 
reliable delivery and service pose more of a problem 
in this regard than product quality. In contrast, 
chain stores are captive outlets which will not be lost 
by unreliable supplier services. The chains were con-
cerned about reliable service-but placed as much or 
more emphasis on product quality. 
Other matters also enter into selection and dis-
missal decisions. The existence and scope of a meat 
program, price, community image (of brands), and 
packer cooperation all figured in choosing suppliers. 
Dismissals occurred for such additional reasons as fail-
ure to carry out a commitment, poor claim service, 
misrepresentation to stores, overcharging, direct sell-
TABLE 9.-Percentage Distribution of Advantages and Disadvantages of National Packers as Suppliers by 
Type of Retail Organization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated Large All Retail 
Disadvantages and Advantages Groups Chains All Chains Firms 
Percent 
Disadvantages 54.5 42.8 53.8 54.1 
Poor distribution syste1n 43.2 20.0 37.5 40.0 
Too impersonal 0.0 40.0 25.0 14.2 
Inconsistent, poor quality 14.2 20.0 12.5 13.0 
No local image 14.2 0.0 12.5 13.0 
Ineffective advertising 14.2 0.0 0.0 6.6 
Weak sales force 14.2 0.0 0.0 6.6 
Price too high 0.0 20.0 12.5 6.6 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Advantages 45.5 57.2 46.2 45.9 
Universal brands 66.6 14.2 30.0 43.7 
Wide consumer acceptance 33.4 14.2 10.0 18.7 
Complete meat program 0.0 43.2 30.0 18.7 
Notional "free" advertising 0.0 14.2 10.0 6.2 
Availability of product 0.0 14.2 10.0 6.2 
Persona I contacts 0.0 0.0 10.0 6.5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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TABLE 1 0.-Percentage Distribution of Advantages and Dis,advantages of Regional Packers, by Type of Re-
tail Organization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Disadvantages and Advantages Affiliated Groups 
No Advantages 0.0 
Yes Advantages 100.0 
Advantages 
Faster and better distribution 28.0 
More effective advertising and promotion 28.0 
Local image 16.0 
Higher, more consi~tent quality 24.0 
Price 4.0 
No volume requirements 0.0 
Maintain minimum retail prices 0.0 
Personal control 0.0 
100.0 
ing to stores, failure to develop specials, and poor con-
sumer demand (Tables 7-8). Given these bases for 
acceptable and unacceptable supplier performance, 
the comparative importance of regional and national 
packers as suppliers is more readily explained. 
National Packers 
Fifty-five percent of the affiliates and a like per-
centage of all chains rather categorically dismissed na-
tional packers for lack of any particular advantages as 
suppliers. Forty-three percent of the large chains felt 
the same way. (Not a single retailer similarly dis-
missed regional packers as a dass.) The most con-
demning single feature of these packers was failure in 
their national distribution systems. Other frequently 
registered complaints were product inconsistency, poor 
local image, and impersonal attitudes (Table 9). A 
conclusion from these responses might be that, while 
retailers (especially the large chains) like to keep re-
lationships impersonal with their suppliers, particular-
ly in matters of product pricing, they do not especially 
enjoy reciprocity in this attitude, particularly in mat-
ters of service. 
But national suppliers are not easily dismissed; 
they have obvious advantages. In the minds of affili-
ated meat directors, these advantages are completely 
related to universal brands and wide consumer accept-
ance. These features, along with product availability 
and (free) national advertising, also are impressive to 
chain directors. But the single thing that chain di-
rectors find most appealing is the capacity of the na-
tional packer to implement a complete meat program. 
Big buyers like big performance capacity from their 
suppliers (Table 9). 
Regional Packers 
Not a single retail firm dismissed regional pack-
ers for lack of advantages as suppliers. Most impor-
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Large All Retail 
Chains All Chains Firms 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
27.0 28.2 28.1 
22.7 20.4 23.4 
18.0 23.0 20.3 
9.0 7.6 14.0 
4.5 10.2 7.8 
9.8 5.6 3.4 
4.5 2.5 1.5 
4.5 2.5 1.5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
tant among these advantages was faster and better 
distribution but other features also figured promin-
ently. Notable among these were a stronger local 
image and (perhaps therefore) more effective adver-
tising and promotion. Superior product quality was 
also cited, particularly hy affiliates, as were price, 
personal control, and the fact that regional suppliers 
less frequently imposed volume requirements on the 
buyer (Table 10). 
Supplier-Retailer Price Determination 
and the Impact of Formula Pricing 
When centralized procurement becomes a com-
ponent of a store meat program, detailed product 
specifications are customarily established.8 The Na-
tional Provisioner Yellow Sheet,9 together with Fed-
eral grades and the USDA market news service, form 
an integral part of the specifications and ensuing 
prices. On the common basis for communication 
that is thereby established, the meat director requests 
his suppliers to submit proposals for a meat service 
program within a suggested framework of specifica-
tions which include quantity, quality, and price. The 
core of the program is a formula-established price 
structure for the varying specifications. 
The supplier offers a variety of informative sug-
gestions which may include procedures for filling 
8An alternative and less powerful policy employed by some af-
filiated groups appears in the form of centralized advertising pro-
grams, usually centered on features. Unquestionably, one of the 
reasons for settling for less than a complete program is again the 
matter of control: selling an integrated procurement and pricing 
program to a group of member retailers who cherish their independ-
ence as much as they desire mutual service is a job in itself. But 
since features can make u.p nearly 50 percent of meat deportment 
volume, a central ad program in which features ore controlled by 
the wholesaler con effeptively lead members into a modified-formal 
meat procurement program. 
'Wholesale price sheet published Monday through Friday by 
The National Provisioner magazine, 15 West Huron St., Chicago, Ill. 
60610. 
standing orders, pricing structures for the retail meat 
department, consumer acceptance of brand-name 
products in the retail sales area, advertising and pro-
motional programs and budgets for implementing 
them, and perhaps proposals for a packer or private 
brand (retailer's label created especially for the re-
tailer's program). 
This procedure results in several efficiencies. 
Buying and selling staffs are reduced in size, purchase 
and sale by description increases greatly, pricing b:::-
comes more certain and much less personal, the pow-
er that retailers undeniably possess is more effectively 
employed in the market, and the competitive strate-
gies of the firm in its respective sales areas are more 
readily organized and enforced. 
Among the firms examined, beef and pork for-
mula prices were based on the Yellow Sheet to which 
an additional few cents in transportation costs were 
added to accommodate prevailing prices in Ohio. 
Normally, the formula price was determined one 
time per week. Beef prices ranged from 1.5 cents to 
5 cents more than Chicago prices, with affiliates per-
mitting the most liberal added allowance and lar<Ye 
chains the least. (Chains added 1.5 to 2 cents, affili-
ates 2-5 cents.) Tuesday and Wednesday were most 
commonly employed as base days. Pork price form-
ulas also were based on daily Yellow Sheet quota-
tic?:· These ranged from 2 cents to 6 cents among 
affthates and from "plus freight" up to 6 cents among 
large chains. Formulas were computed largely from 
price quotations of any weekday except Monday. 
Broiler prices based on USDA quotations from 
Georgia and Pittsburgh were quite varied but gen-
erally were determined by applying the USDA price 
to an agreed upon percentage of liveweight, to which 
was appended a specified additional amount. These 
formulas ranged between 70 and 73 percent of live-
weight, with an additional amount ranging from 
handling costs to 9 cents. An alternative procedure 
was to pay liveweight price plus 12 to 15 cents. Fri-
day price quotations were the most common basis for 
formula computation. 
When veal and lamb price formulas were em-
ployed, Yellow Sheet prices were supplemented by 4 
to 9 cents, based almost completely on Tuesday or 
F:i~ay prices. Affiliate formulas were about evenly 
d1v1ded between these two days but chains favored 
Tuesdays. 
All 24 firms employed formula prices in pur-
chasing some or all of their fresh meats (Table 11). 
Formula pricing was most uniformly and widely ap-
plied in beef and pork purchases.1° Formula rigidity 
in establishing priers was most common among 
chains, particularly large chains. Affiliated organi-
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zations, although they all employed formula prices 
for beef and pork, permitted "other considerations'' 
to enter into the pricing decision and some formulas 
were quite flexible. But completely unstructured 
competitive pricing in beef or pork purchases was not 
the policy of any firm. Such open-market pricing 
played a substantial role, however, in veal and lamb 
purchases, being employed by 73 percent of the affili-
ates and approximately half of the chains. 
Affiliates, however, permitted less open market 
pricing of broilers than chains, even large chains 
(Table 11). In any case, such open-market pricing 
was small ( 10-15 percent), even for broilers, and 
when chains did adopt a formula price, they stuck 
closer to it than the affiliates. 
Deviations from formula prices were common 
(Table 12). Some of these amounted to seasonal ad-
justments in annual average price differentials and 
may in fact have been an integral element of some of 
the more sophisticated formulas. 11 But windfalls, such 
as packer surpluses, were frequently exploited by 
chains. Irregularities such as logistic failures and 
unexpected moves by competitors also caused some 
formula exceptions. 
Procurement Methods and Procedures 
With this framework of relationship between re-
tailers and their suppliers, differences in the purchas-
ing procedures followed by these 24 firms is reveal-
ing. In view of the heavy use of formula prices 
(which include product specifications), it is some-
what surprising, for example, to find that 65-70 per-
cent of fresh beef requirements of affiliates were pur-
chased by pen::onal inspection (Table 13). Chains 
exerted this kind of effort in purchasing 28 percent 
of carcass beef and 15 percent of beef cuts. 
Considering the acknowledged benefits of speci-
fication and formula buying, this level of personal se-
lection-particularly by affiliates-appears unneces-
sary. This may reflect the affiliates' concern for con-
trol of quality standards, particularly since a small 
proportion of the groups had meat warehouses where 
such control was possible, Enforcement of weight 
specifications and insistence on USDA dual grades 
for beef as a basis for quality and cutability could 
substantially lessen the need for personal inspection. 
"Food from Farmer to Consumer, Report of the National Com· 
mis~ion on Food Marketing. June 1966. U. S. Government Printing 
Off1ce. The National Commission on Food Marketings estimated 
tha_t 41 percent of beef sold in the United States by packers to their 
ma1or customers in 1964·65 was priced by formula. 
11Table 12 is highly subjective, being based on open-ended in-
terview questions designed to allow interviewees maximum freedom 
of response. D.fferences in interpretation of the questions resulted 
in responses not carefully defined. For example, occurrences re· 
garded by small chain directors as irregular deviations from formulas 
could have been regarded by affiliate meat directors, many of whom 
applied more flex1ble formulas, as within the scope of formula prices. 
TABLE 11.-Percentage of Firms Using Formulas or Other Methods to Determine Prices Paid for Various Meat 
Products, by Type of Retail Organization and Class of Fresh Meat, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Retail Organ- Unstructured ization and Competitive Rigid Flexible Product Pricing* Formulas Formulast 
Affiliated Groups Percent 
Beef 0.0 54.5 45.5 
Pork 0.0 54.5 45.5 
Broilers 9.2 45.5 45.5 
Veal 72.6 18.2 9.2 
lamb 72.6 18.2 9.2 
large Chains 
Beef 0.0 100.0 0.0 
Pork 0.0 100.0 0.0 
Broilers 14.3 85.7 0.0 
Veal 57.1 42.9 0.0 
lamb 42.9 57.1 0.0 
All Chains 
Beef 0.0 100.0 0.0 
Pork 0.0 100.0 0.0 
Broilers 15.4 84.6 0.0 
Veal 61.5 38.5 0.0 
lamb 46.2 53.8 0.0 
All Retail Firms 
Beef 0.0 79.2 20.8 
Pork 0.0 79.2 20.8 
Broilers 12.5 66.7 20.8 
Veal 66.6 29.2 4.2 
lomb 58.3 37.5 4.2 
*Pricing without the aid or utilization of formula. 
tPerhaps involving little more than "cost plus freight'' and subJect to amendments and alterations in view of competitors' actions, cutout 
tests, store requirements, etc. May involve only features. 
TABLE 12.-Percentage of Retail Organizations Allowing Exceptions to Formula Prices, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Exceptions 
Irregular 
Seasonal 
Packer Surplus (lower price) 
None 
Affiliated 
Groups 
0.0 
44.9 
8.7 
46.4 
100.0 
Large 
Chains 
0.0 
28.9 
28.9 
42.2 
100.0 
All Retail 
All Chains Firms 
Percent 
8.1 4.0 
16.3 29.1 
21.6 16.7 
54.0 50.2 
100.0 100.0 
TABLE 13.-Percentage of Fresh Meat Products Purchased by Personal Inspection by Type of Retail Organi-
zation, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated Large All Retail 
Product Groups Chains All Chains Firms 
Beef 70.5 28.5 27.6 40.6 
Beef cuts 64.1 17.8 15.0 37.5 
Broilers 0.9 22.8 12.3 7.0 
Veal 62.3 30.0 16.1 37.2 
lamb 45.9 27.1 14.6 28.9 
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TABLE 14.-Percentage Distribution of Purchase Methods Employed by Grocery Retailers, by Type of Retail 
Organization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Product by Purchase Method 
Retail Organixation Sales Call Telephone Order Mail Order 
--- -------~----------
Fresh Beef 
Affiliated Groups 23.3 76.7 0.0 
Large Chains 30.9 62.8 6.3 
All Chains 34.7 61.0 4.3 
All Retail Firms 28.7 68.4 2.9 
Pork Loins 
Affi I iated Groups 27.6 7?.4 0.0 
Large Chains 34.6 57.7 7.7 
All Chains 50.0 44.7 5.3 
All Retail Firms 39.1 58.1 2.8 
Broilers 
Affiliated Group~ 0.0 100.0 0.0 
Large Chains 0.0 100.0 0.0 
All Chains 9.1 90.9 0.0 
All Retail Firms 50 95.0 0.0 
Veal 
Affiliated Groups 26.7 73.3 0.0 
Large Chains 11.1 88.9 0.0 
All Chains 28.5 71.5 0.0 
All Retail Firms 27.2 72.8 0.0 
Lamb 
Affiliated Groups 35.7 64.3 0.0 
Large Chains 10.0 90.0 0.0 
All Chains 26.6 73.4 0.0 
All Retail Firms 30.9 69.1 0.0 
Hams 
Affiliated Groups 23.0 77.0 0.0 
Large Chains 40.0 50.0 10.0 
All Chains 53.3 40.0 6.7 
All Retail Firms 39.2 57.0 3.8 
Canned Hams 
Affiliated Groups 11.1 88.9 0.0 
Large Chains 40.0 50.0 10.0 
All Chains 56.7 39.9 3.4 
All Retail Firms 39.5 58.2 2.3 
Bacon 
Affiliated Groups 26.8 73.2 0.0 
Large Chains 42.3 42.3 15.4 
All Chains 58.8 31.2 10.0 
All Retail Firms 42.2 51.0 6.8 
Wieners 
Affiliated Groups 25.4 74.6 0.0 
Large Chains 50.0 39.3 10.7 
All Chains 60.0 32.5 7.5 
All Retail Firms 43.1 52.8 4.1 
Luncheon Meats 
Affiliated Groups 33.3 66.7 0.0 
Large Chains 61.7 34.5 3.8 
All Chains 70.0 27.5 2.5 
All Retail Firms 56.1 42.0 1.9 
Fresh Sausage 
Affiliated Groups 97.5 2.5 0.0 
Large Chains 72.3 22.1 5.6 
All Chains 75.0 21.7 3.3 
All Retail Firms 84.0 14.0 2.0 
------~-- ·--·--
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TABLE 15.-Average Number of Suppliers of Fresh Meat by Type of Retail Organization and Supplier, Ohio, 
1964-65. 
Product by Retail 
Organization 
Beef 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
Pork 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
Broilers 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
Veal 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
Lomb 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
Approximately three-fourths of all orders were 
placed by telephone and almost all of the remainder 
with visiting salesmen. These orders were placed 
several days in advance of delivery with a variety of 
suppliers. Except for beef, where three-fourths of 
the product was weighed at the store, payments gen-
erally were based on supplier invoice weights ( 50-65 
percent of most fresh meats and 90 percent of proc-
essed meats were bought on invoice weights). Gen-
erally, more sales calls were associated with branded 
products, particularly luncheon meats and sausage, 
than with fresh meats. Broiler orders were handled 
almost exclusively by telephone. A somewhat higher 
percentage of telephone orders occurred among affili-
ates than chains; sales calls were more heavily uti-
lized by chains, pa~tk'ularly small chains (Table 14) . 
Affiliates typically dealt with more suppliers 
(Tables 15-16), placed orders fewer days in advance 
of need, and placed more orders per week than chains 
(Tabies 17, 18, 19)'. For example, while chains ac-
complished most of their beef purchases with one or 
two orders per week, affiliates placed at least two or-
ders per week and in nearly 40 percent of the cases 
made daily orders. The difference in ordering pro-
cedures probably reflects the lower amount of control 
over retail outlets by affiliated wholesalers, which 
National Regional Local 
Packers Packers Packers Wholesalers 
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0.5 2.9 0.6 0.3 
2.3 3.1 0.3 0.0 
0.8 1.7 0.3 0.8 
0.7 2.2 0.4 0.6 
0.7 2.8 0.6 0.0 
0.9 2.3 0.1 0.1 
0.7 1.5 0.3 0.1 
1.5 2.1 0.4 0.04 
0.2 7.0 1.0 0.5 
0.6 1.1 0.7 0.1 
0.3 0.8 0.7 0.1 
0.3 1.3 0.8 0.3 
0.3 0.8 0.9 0.0 
0.3 1.0 0.5 0.0 
0.2 0.7 0.5 0.0 
0.3 0.7 0.7 0.0 
1.2 0.8 0.3 0.0 
1.1 1.0 0.0 0.1 
0.8 0.4 0.4 0.05 
1.0 0.4 0.4 0.04 
presents several uncertainties not encountered hy 
chains. 
COMPETITIVE PRACTICES AND 
STRATEGY AT RETAIL 
The control devices of central warehousing and 
procurement, articulated by formula pricing, serve to 
support the third and most significant element of the 
meat program: central planning of retailing practices. 
The complexities of retail meat department man-
agement have been examined elsewhere.12 Certain 
price and non-price competitive practices, including 
advertising, features, margins, and the use of private 
labels, were discussed with meat directors. Their ap-
praisals of policies and activities in these areas are re-
lated in this section. 
Retail Sales Mix 
Fresh . beef was the dominant product in the 
meat department, accounting for 41 percent of total 
sales, including frozen meats.13 Fresh pork, poultry, 
"See, for example: Marion, B. W., L. E. Ott, and F. E. Walker. 
1966. Meat Department Labor Requirements: A Tool for Improved 
Retail Management. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Center, Res. Bull. 982. 
'"Policy concerning frozen meat sales varies among firms. These 
products may or may not be included as port of meat departme~t 
soles. Far comparative purposes in this survey, they have been uni-
formly treated as port of meat deportment soles. 
TABLE 16.-Number and Type of Branded Meat Product Suppliers by Type of Retail Organization, Ohio, 
1964-65.* 
Suppliers"f 
Product by Retail National Regional Local 
Organization Packers Packers Packers Wholesalers 
Hams 
Affiliated Groups 0.4 3.5 0.4 4.3 
Lorge Chains 1.0 1.5 0.0 2.5 
All Chains 1.0 1.5 0.0 2.5 
All Retail Firms 0.7 2.4 0.2 2.3 
Canned Hams 
Affiliated Groups 2.2 0.1 0.0 2.3 
Lorge Chains 1.5 0.3 0.0 1.8 
All Chains 1.5 0.2 0.0 1.7 
All Retail Firms 1.8 0.2 0.0 2.0 
Bacon 
Affiliated Groups 0.9 3.3 0.5 4.7 
Large Cho ins 0.6 2.6 0.2 3.4 
All Chains 1.1 2.3 0.1 3.5 
All Retail Firms 1.0 2.7 0.3 4.0 
Wieners 
Affiliated Groups 0.9 3.3 0.8 5.0 
Large Chains 1.3 3.2 0.2 4.7 
All Chains 1.0 2.8 0.2 4.0 
All Retail Firms 1.1 3.0 0.4 4.5 
Luncheon Meats 
Affiliated Groups 0.6 3.2 0.4 4.2 
Large Chains 1.3 3.3 0.9 5.5 
All Chains 0.9 2.9 3.0 4.5 
All Rete il Firms 0.8 3.0 0.6 4.4 
Fresh Sausage 
Affiliated Groups 0.2 2.3 0.2 2.7 
Large Chains 0.5 3.0 0.7 4.2 
All Chains 0.3 2.3 0.6 3.2 
All Retail Firms 0.3 2.3 0.4 3.0 
*This refers to the number of suppliers used by the meat directors and buyers of these organizations and does not indicate the number of 
brands carried on retail shelves. A retailer may obtain more than one supplier brand as well as private-retail brands from any one supplier. 
On the other hand, there is no certainty that all suppliers will be utilized in all outlets every week. 
+Includes packer branch houses. 
TABLE 17.-Days in Advance of Retail Sale That Purchases of Fresh Meat Products Are Made by Type of Re-
tail Organization and Class of Meat Product, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated Groups Large Chains All Chains All Retail Firnts 
Non- Non- Non- Non-
Product Features Features Features Features Features Features Features Features 
Beef 8.0 12.0 9.0 12.0 7.0 9.0 7.5 9.6 
Beef cuts 6.0 12.0 8.0 10.0 7.0 8.0 6.5 10.0 
Pork loins 4.0 9.0 4.0 10.0 5.0 8.0 4.5 8.4 
Broilers 5.0 10.0 4.0 11.0 4.0 9.0 4.5 9.5 
Veal 3.0 10.0 4.0 12.0 5.0 9.0 4.0 9.4 
Lamb 3.0 9.0 4.0 11.0 5.0 9.0 4.1 9.0 
Branded products 3.0 9.0 4.0 11.0 5.0 9.0 4.1 9.0 
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and smoked meats, each accounting for 12-13 percent 
of total sales, were the sales categories next in im-
portance. However, aggregate sales of these three 
products seldom exceeded total beef sales (Table 20). 
Brand-name products accounted in total for 
about 27 percent of sales, ranging from 12 to 38 per-
cent. Bacon, wieners, and luncheon meats, each ac-
counting for about 20 percent of branded product 
sales, were the leading items, followed in order by 
smoked hams, sausage, and canned hams (Table 21 ). 
Similarities in respect to this total sales breakdown 
were greater among all firms than were differences, 
although somewhat more diversified sales breakdowns 
were characteristic of affiliates than of chains. 
Private Label Meat Products 
Nationally, sales of private label brands typically 
represent less than 25 percent of total branded meat 
sales.14 In this study, private labels as a group repre-
sented 13.7 percent of total branded meat sales and 
3.7 percent of total meat sales. 
Private labels were most actively utilized for ba-
con. Two-thirds of the retail organizations studied 
handled private label bacon and reported it consti-
tuted 30 percent of their bacon sales. Wieners were 
next in popularity, with 34 percent of the firms car-
rying private labels which represented 17 percent of 
wiener sales. Private label wieners were particularly 
important in affiliated organizations, representing 41 
percent of their wiener sales. Luncheon meats were 
popular private label items among the large chains. 
Fresh sausage sometimes carried a private label, par-
ticularly in chain organizations. Smoked hams and 
canned hams were products which seldom carried 
private labels (Table 22). 
The great majority of private label products 
were supplied by regional packers. When smoked or 
canned hams were privately labeled, however, they 
usually had been obtained from national packers. 
Local packers supplied most of the private label sau-
sage or at least the meat ingredients when the prod-
uct was prepared in the store or warehouse. 
Gross Margins 
Realized margins, figured as a percent of sales, 
ranged from 19 to 23 percent and averaged 21.5 per-
cent, thus corresponding closely with national aver-
"Special Studies in Food Marketing, National Commission on 
Food Marketing. June 1966. Tech Study No. 10, p. 2. 
TABLE 18.-Percentage Distribution of the Number of Retail Orders Given to Suppliers by Type of Retail Or-
ganization and Class of Fresh Meat, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Product by 
Retail 
Organization 
Fresh Beef 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
Pork Loins 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
Broilers 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
Veal 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
Lamb 
Affiliated Groups 
Large Chains 
All Chains 
All Retail Firms 
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0.0 
53.2 
39.2 
15.6 
0.0 
12.4 
13.6 
7.8 
0.0 
15.0 
19.1 
8.1 
6.7 
20.0 
26.7 
16.6 
13.4 
22.2 
28.6 
20.6 
Number of Orders per Week 
2 3 
36.2 25.1 
31.6 7.6 
31.5 13.2 
34.1 20.5 
34.4 28.2 
56.1 28.5 
59.2 20.4 
48.6 24.1 
15.6 27.0 
30.0 15.0 
30.9 15.6 
22.3 22.3 
43.3 13.5 
50.0 30.0 
39.9 26.6 
36.6 25.0 
33.3 26.7 
33.3 33.3 
28.5 28.6 
31.2 27.6 
Plus 
Order for 
Daily Features 
38.7 0.0 
2.8 4.8 
13.3 2.8 
28.5 1.3 
37.4 0.0 
3.0 0.0 
6.8 0.0 
19.5 0.0 
57.4 0.0 
5.0 35.0 
7.6 26.8 
35.9 11.4 
36.6 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
6.8 0.0 
21.8 0.0 
26.6 0.0 
0.0 11.2 
7.2 7.1 
17.2 3.4 
TABLE 19.-Percentoge Distribution of the Number of Orders per Week, by Type of Retail Organization and 
by Class of Branded Meat Product, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Product by 
Number ot Orders per Week Retail 
Oranixation 2 3 Daily Infrequent 
Hams 
Affiliated Groups 0.0 38.2 30.6 30.2 0.0 
Large Chains 40.9 27.3 25.8 6.0 0.0 
All Chains 34.3 44.2 17.6 3.9 0.0 
All Retail Firms 19.4 41.7 23.3 15.6 0.0 
Canned Hams 
Affiliated Groups 0.0 37.0 0.0 0.0 63.0 
Large Chains 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 85.7 
All Chains 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 
All Retail Firms 30.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 55.0 
Bacon 
Affiliated Groupo 0.0 21.2 42.2 36.6 0.0 
Large Chains 38.5 30.8 23.0 7.7 0.0 
All Chains 36.3 42.5 16.6 5.6 0.0 
All Retail Firms 19.6 33.0 27.9 19.5 0.0 
Wieners 
Affiliated Groups 0.0 34.6 27.1 38.3 0.0 
Lorge Chains 40.9 27.3 25.8 6.0 0.0 
All Chains 35.3 44.1 16.7 3.9 0.0 
All Retail Firms 15.2 42.6 21.3 20.9 0.0 
Luncheon Meats 
Affiliated Groups 0.0 29.5 35.3 35.2 0.0 
Lorge Chains 40.9 27.3 25.8 6.0 0.0 
All Chains 35.3 44.1 16.7 3.9 0.0 
All Retail Firms 19.2 34.1 31.3 15.4 0.0 
Fresh Sausage 
Affiliated Groups 0.0 22.1 49.1 28.8 0.0 
Lorge Chains 7.5 62.5 30.0 0.0 0.0 
All Chains 11.7 68.2 20.1 0.0 0.0 
All Retail Firms 6.0 45.8 34.0 14.2 0.0 
TABLE 20.-Percentage Distribution of Retail Meat Sales Volume by Meat Class and Retail Organization, 
Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated Groups All Chains All Retail Firms 
Meat Class Average Range Average Range Average Range 
Beef 39.9 35-55 42.0 36-54 41.2 35-55 
Fresh pork 14.7 10-25 10.6 6-20 12.2 6-25 
Fresh poultry 11.6 9-17 13.9 8-21 13.0 8-21 
Veal* 1.5 1-4 1.1 0.5-2 1.2 0.5-4 
Lomb 0.9 0-2 0.9 .05-2 0.9 0-2 
Smoked meats 12.8 7-15 12.4 7-20 12.6 7-20 
Fresh sausage 2.3 0.2-5 3.1 0.9-6 2.8 0.2-6 
Cooked meats 9.7 3-17 8.0 0.2-16 8.5 0.2-17 
Frozen meatst 1.9 0.0 4.4 .25-9 4.1 0.25-9 
Miscellaneous 4.7 0.0 3.6 0.0 3.5 0.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
*The percentage of veal and lamb in some operations was extremely small and in many instances was combined into one volume figure. 
The affiliated stores kept very few detailed records on volume except for beef, fresh pork, and fresh poultry. This is reflected in the high per-
centage of stores listed as non-reporting. 
tNot included as meat department in many stores. 
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ages.1 " Part of this variation in margins reflected 
again the influence of central warehousing or at least 
the prior preparation of meats at locations outside the 
retail unit. Firms which reported services such as 
cutting and packaging at warehouses or elsewhere 
also frequently reported lower retail margins. But 
part of the margin variation was also related to firm 
size and overall firm policy. For example, large 
chains frequently displayed lower margins than small 
chains and affiliates. Some firms indicated that a 
relatively low margin in meat was part of their com-
petitive strategy. 
Shrinkage, reprocessing, spoilage, and theft were 
marketing loss factors accounting for differences be-
tween attempted and realized gross margins, which 
ranged from 1 percent for luncheon meats to as much 
as 6 or 7 percent for broilers, veal, and lamb. Spreads 
between realized and attempted gross margins for 
fresh meats more typically approximated 3-4 percent 
(Table 23). 
'"Organization and Competition in the Livestock and Meat In· 
dustry, National Commission on Food Marketing. Ju~e 1966. Te~h. 
Study No. 1, p. 82. This report indicated a range 1n meat margms 
for 1964 of 19.4 to 23.4 percent. The typical (or median) meat 
gross margin of Super Market Institute member firms was 21.9 per-
cent of sales. 
1\Io.~t firms attempted a 1.5 to 2 percent higher 
gross margin on manufacturer brand items than on 
private label brands. Presumably, because they ex-
perienced higher marketing loss on private brands, 
their realized gross margins were about 2.5 percent 
higher on manufacturer hrands of both pork products 
and luncheon meats.ltl 
Pricing, Price Specials, and Margins 
Product pricing procedures reflected the intense-
ly competitive nature of meat retailing. All firms, 
with costs and margin goals firmly in mind, priced 
products within the restrictive framework permitted 
by competitors' prices. Although net profit goals, 
product mix, cutout test results, volume and turn-
over, brand loyalty, and other factors entered into the 
pricing decisions, competitors' prices were the domin-
ant consideration (Figure 7 and Table 24)-
In consequence, the actions of competitors also 
were the principal consideration entering the deci-
'"Gross margin data by product category were estimated by 
meat directors. In general, the estimates of attempted gross mar-
gin are probably more accurate than those for realized gross margin 
for product categories. Since the large majority of firms do not 
employ the burdensome procedures necessory to accurately deter-
mine marketing loss by product cotegory, the difference between at-
tempted and realized margins must be estimated. 
TABLE 21.-Percentage of Branded Meat Sales Represented by Six Product Categories, by Type of Retail Or-
ganization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Branded Product 
Hams 
Average* 
Range 
Canned Hams 
Average 
Ronge 
Bacon 
Average 
Range 
Wieners 
Average 
Range 
Luncheon Meats 
Average 
Range 
Fresh Sausoge 
Average 
Ronge 
Total Branded Meat Sales 
as Percent of Department Sales 
Average 
Range 
Affiliated 
Groups 
15.6 
10-21 
5.2 
1-13 
21.3 
16·29 
20.7 
15-27 
21.2 
10-28 
6.8 
3-10 
27.2 
12-38 
Large 
Chains 
16.8 
7-30 
5.8 
1-14 
20.0 
14·25 
17.8 
10-21 
21.5 
10-32 
10.5 
8·15 
25.6 
14-35 
All Retail 
All Chains Firms 
17.4 16.3 
7-30 7-30 
5.1 5.1 
1-14 ·1·14 
18.6 19.8 
11-25 11·29 
18.0 19.2 
10·22 10-27 
23.3 22.3 
10-32 10-32 
11.0 9.1 
4-20 3-20 
27.5 27.4 
14-36 12-38 
*Percentages do not add up to 1 00.0 as all bronded meat products are not included 
account for obout 90% of branded meat sales. 
in these six categories. In general, these categories 
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sions to offer price specials (Table 25). There were 
also other considerations in offering specials. For 
example, affiliates were closely attuned to customer 
paydays and to the customer responsiveness which 
accompanies temporary affluence. But large chains 
also were careful to feature products which registered 
strong customer appeal and currently were enjoying 
a period of wide margins. National promotion pro-
grams, the promotions of particular suppliers, and the 
purchase price of particular products also were con-
sidered in planning features. 
When asked to rank meat classes in their power 
to attract customers to the retail store, meat directors 
placed beef a strong first, broilers next, fresh pork 
third, and smoked pork last. As to the individual 
items within each meat class which were most success-
ful as features, beef chuck, pork chops, ham, and 
whole broilers were identified. Beef chuck and 
round steak were considered best of all feature per-
formers in terms of customer appeal and in maintain-
ing the meat department profit structure (Table 26). 
Chain organizations seemed more aware than 
affiliates of the effects that featured items had on 
sales volume of competing products in the display 
case (Figure 8 and Table 27). Large chains tended 
to feel that beef features increased beef sales volume 
but were associated with decreased sales of pork and 
broilers during the feature period. However, broiler 
features had no corresponding effect on the sales of ei-
ther beef or pork and pork features did not have an 
appreciable effect on broiler or beef volume. 
Small chains agreed generally with these large 
chain observations, except on the effect, of beef fea-
tures. The majority of the small chain meat direc-
tors indicated beef features did not appreciably af-
fect pork or broiler sales. 
TABLE 22.-Private Label Meat Products as Percent of Branded Meat Category Sales, by Type of Retail Or-
ganlzation and Packer-Supplier, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Product by Total Retail National Regional Local 
Organl:r:atlon Packers Packers Packers Average Range 
Percent 
Hams 
Affiliated Groups 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0-5 
Large Chains 3.4 1.2 0.0 4.6 0-24 
All Chains 2.0 0.5 0.0 2.5 0-24 
All Retail Firms 1.1 0.6 0.0 1.7 0-24 
Canned Hams 
Affiliated Groups 7.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 0-60 
Large Chains 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0-0 
All Chains 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
All Retail Firms 3.3 0.0 0.0 3.3 0-60 
Bacon 
Affiliated Groups 1.0 35.6 4.4 41.0 0-80 
Large Chains 0.5 14.1 0.0 14.6 0-50 
All Chains 0.3 21.4 0.0 21.7 0-96 
All Retail Firms 0.6 27.5 1.9 30.0 0-96 
Wieners 
Affiliated Groups 1.0 13.3 1.8 16.1 0-30 
Large Chains 0.8 11.7 5.0 17.5 0-50 
All Chains 0.5 14.3 2.9 17.7 0-90 
All Retail Firms 0.7 13.9 24 17.0 0-90 
Luncheon Meats* 
Affiliated Groups 1.1 7.2 0.5 8.8 0-30 
Large Chains 1.4 20.0 6.7 38.1 0-50 
All Chains 0.8 11.7 3.9 16.4 0-50 
All Retail Firms 0.9 9.7 2.4 13.0 0-50 
Fresh Sausaget 
Affiliated Groups 0.3 0.9 0.0 1.2 0-8 
large Chains 0.0 5.2 11.4 16.6 0-80 
All Chains 0.0 3.0 10.8 13.8 0-80 
All Retail Firms 0.1 1.9 6.5 8.4 0-80 
*These data do not include a significant volume of packer branded luncheon meat delivered to retail outlets in bulk form and then sliced, 
packaged, and sold as private labeled or non-labeled product. 
tlncludes store-made brands. 
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TABLE 23.-Gross Margins Attempted and Realized 
Ohio, 1964-65. by Retail Organization and by Class of Meat Product, 
Affiliated Groups Large Chains All Chains All Retail Finns 
Product Attempted Realized Attempted Realized Attempted Realized Attempted Realized 
Beef 
Averoge 22.7 19.3 21.8 18.2 23.5 19.2 23.2 19.3 Ronge 18-27 18-21 18-25 13-22 18-30 13-22 18-30 13-21 
Pork loins 
Averoge 29.3 26.8 26.7 24.3 27.3 23.7 28.2 25.1 Ronge 25-38 20-38 20-35 20-30 20-35 18-27 20-38 18-38 
Broilers 
Averoge 28.4 24.7 27.1 20.7 26.4 21.2 27.3 22.8 
Ronge 20-35 12-33 20-30 5-30 20-30 5-30 20-35 5-33 
Veol 
Averoge 26.3 18.4 28.3 24.7 26.5 23.1 26.4 21.0 
Ronge 20-38 15-28 25-30 10-30 25-30 10-30 20·38 10-30 
lomb 
Averoge 29.4 22.1 26.8 22.3 26.2 21.7 27.6 21.8 
Ronge 20-45 0-30 21-35 10-30 21-35 10-30 20-45 0-30 
Pocker Bronds: 
Pork* 
Averoge 27.9 26.6 26.7 24.3 25.6 24.2 26.6 25.3 
Ronge 25-30 25-30 25-30 20-30 22-30 20-30 22-30 20-30 
Luncheon Meotst 
Averoge 28.6 27.2 29.3 27.5 27.9 26.9 28.2 27.1 
Range 25-30 25-30 25-32 20-32 24-32 20-32 24-32 20-32 
Private Bronds: 
Pork* 
Averoge 25.2 23.5 26.6 22.0 25.4 22.0 25.2 22.8 
Range 18-30 18-25 20-35 20-38 20-35 18-28 18-35 18-28 
luncheon Meotst 
Averoge 26.6 25.5 27.6 25.2 26.0 24.0 26.3 24.7 
Ronge 25-30 20-30 25-30 20-30 28-30 18-30 20-30 18-30 
Toto! Deportment 
Averoge 21.4 21.5 21.5 21.5 
Ronge 19-23 21-22 21-22 19-23 
*Bocon, hams, p1cn1cs, etc. 
tcooked meots, wieners, etc. 
TABLE 24.-Percentage Distribution of Factors Considered by Retailers When Establishing Retail Meat Prices, 
by Type of Retail Organization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated Large All Retail 
Factors Groups Chains All Chains Finns 
Competitors prices 35.1 33.3 36.9 36.1 
Gross morgin 21.0 20.5 15.4 18.0 
Costs 24.4 12.8 7.7 15.6 
Product mix 7.0 0.0 4.6 5.7 
Predetermined morgin 5.3 7.7 4.6 4.9 
Volume ond turnover 1.8 7.7 7.7 4.9 
Customer brand loyolty 0.0 7.7 7.7 4.2 
Cutting test 1.7 0.0 4.6 3.2 
Morket conditions 0.0 7.7 4.6 2.5 
Formulo 0.0 0.0 4.6 2.5 
Net profit 3.5 0.0 0.0 1.6 
Miscelloneous 0.2 2.6 1.6 0.8 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS 
SMALL CHAINS 
LARGE CHAINS 
D COMPETITORS PRICES 
D . PRODUCT MIX 
~ GROSS MARGIN 
~ COSTS 
IIIIliiii PREDETERMINED MARGIN 
§ VOLUME AND TURNOVER 
1111 CUSTOMER BRAND LOYALTY 
- OTHER 
Fig. 7.-Factors considered by retail firms when establishing retail meat prices, by per-
centage of responses. 
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TABLE 25.-Percentage Distribution of Factors Considered in Decisions to Feature Particular Meat Products, 
by Type of Retail Organization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Foctofs 
Competitors' advertising 
Customers recently paid 
Suppl1ers' promot1on 
Customer appeal 
Purchase price 
Period of wide margins 
Nat1onal promot1on 
Customers not recently paid 
Day of week 
Product quality 
Seasonal 
Period of narrow margins 
Introduce new product 
Vanety 
Other* 
Affiliated 
Groups 
12.8 
14.3 
9.5 
8.8 
7.5 
5.3 
6.5 
6.2 
4.4 
5.4 
4.1 
1.8 
4.0 
1.8 
7.6 
100.0 
Large 
Chains 
9.2 
9.8 
8.3 
18.4 
0.0 
11.3 
4.7 
6.4 
3.0 
2.6 
3.4 
6.4 
2.4 
3.0 
1 1.1 
100.0 
All Retail 
All Chains Firms 
11.7 12.2 
9.7 11.8 
10.0 9.8 
10.4 9.7 
7.0 7.3 
7.5 6.5 
5.3 5.9 
4.8 5.4 
4.4 4.4 
30 4.1 
4.1 4.1 
3.8 2.9 
1.9 2.8 
30 2.5 
13.4 10.6 
100.0 100.0 
*Included package design, weather, previous week's ad, regional, cleanng mventories, ad cycle, and personal relationship. 
Affiliate meat directors were more divided in 
their opinion and, perhaps reflecting some confusion 
on the matter, more frequently declined to make any 
judgments (Table 27). Since, unlike their chain 
counterparts, they are not responsible for the retail 
store operation, they may have less knowledge of fea-
ture impact on competing products in the meat case. 
Advertising and Promotion17 
Advertising and promotional budgets for these 
firms averaged slightly more than 1.0 percent and 
ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 percent of total store sales. 
Affiliates and large chains average 1.5 percent; small 
chains 1.0 percent. 
The share of this budget which was allocated to 
meat departments ranged from 10 to 50 percent 
among respondent firms but the average of 31 percent 
was fairly typical of both affiliates and chains. Since 
meat sales typically represented 25 percent of store 
sales, meat apparently receives somewhat more than 
its share of advertising and promotional attention. 
Budget allocations to individual product groups with-
in the meat department were not closely related to 
the contribution each product group made to total 
meat sales. For example, beef, veal, lamb, and pack-
17Advertising expenses• are concerned with the expenditures 
necessary in utilizing newspaper,-•radio, handbill, television, and bill-
board advertising. These expenses are made with the expressed 
hope that they will be sufficiently enticing to attract the consumer 
1nto the retail shop. Promot1on expenses, 1n the sense used 1n this 
study, were more concerned with product and in-store expenses which 
occurred during demonstrations, the promotion of new brands or prod-
uds, product displays, decorating of stores, distribution of recipes, etc. 
Stamps and contests were included in the discussion of the total 
firm advertising and promotion budget but not in the meat depart· 
ment discussion. 
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er brand products received less than their proportion-
ate share of advertising and promotional expendi-
tures; fresh pork, broilers, and private label items re-
ceived more than their proportionate share (Table 
28). It can be assumed that these relative expendi-
tures reflect some fairly widely held merchandising 
attitudes. These are the beliefs that, while beef is 
highly advertised, its high consumer acceptance 
makes it better able to carry its own weight; that pork 
and broiler advertising can be vigorously pursued 
with less adverse effect on beef volume and depart-
ment profits; and that retailers have somewhat more 
vested interest in their private labels than they have 
in manufacturers' brands. 
Affiliates gave somewhat more advertising and 
promotional effort to brand-name products and less 
to fresh meats than chains did and placed greater 
relative emphasis on private labels. Both affiliates 
and small chains devoted more attention than large 
chains to pork relative to beef (Tables 29-30). Tn 
view of affiliates' need to emphasize retail identity to 
comumers and to maintain and strengthen organiza-
tional unity among member participants, the com-
parative emphasis on private labels seems appropriate. 
Typically, firms devoted three-fourths of their 
advertising expenditures to newspapers. However, 
significant differences existed in the allocation of the 
remainder of the advertising budget. Chains placed 
most of their remaining budget in radio and TV ad-
vertising, media which were little used by affiliates, 
while affiliates placed most of their remaining re-
sources in handbills and billboard advertising (Tal>le 
31). 
Most merchandisers held a somewhat uncompli-
mentary view of national promotional organizations 
such as the Meat Board, the Lamb Council, and oth-
ers. Affiliate directors generally displayed a some-
what more responsive attitude to the efforts of these 
organizations. But it is apparent that their value is 
discounted and perhaps underestimated. 
Chains displayed much more enthusiasm than 
affiliates for other merchandising aids. Magazines 
and other news media and the use of recipes, menus, 
and merchandising assistance were much more high-
ly regarded by chains. Affiliates, in contrast, placed 
little emphasis on recipes, menus, and merchandising 
help but were more cognizant of the impact of county 
promotional organizations and political lobbies. 
These latter efforts, partly an element of national 
promotional programs, were considered rather in-
consequential by chains (Table 32). 
COMPETITIVE PERFORMANCE 
What are the dimensions of successful competi-
tive performance? Here, in capsule form, are seven 
categories of competitive attributes which reflect the 
range of judgments offered on this matter by the meat 
directors. These attributes refer to the total retail 
operation and not just the meat department. 
First in importance: the advantages of physical 
fartors in terms of store location and size, number of 
TABLE 26.-Most Successful Meat Features in Atti'Cicting Customers to Retail Stores by Type of Retail Organi-
zation, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated 
Item Groups 
------- ------~-------
Beef-Total 36.9* 
Chucks 49 .2-f 
Round steak 20.0:j: 
Steaks 18.4 
Ground beef 12.4 
Rtb roast 0.0 
Other roasts 0.0 
100.0 
Fresh Pork-Total 18.0* 
Chops 50.0 
Ptcnics 16.1 
Butts 11.2 
Steaks 11.2 
Roasts 11.5 
Spareribs 0.0 
100.0 
Smoked Pork-Total 13.5* 
Hams 50.0 
Picnics 18.7 
Bacon 21.8 
Wieners 46 
Canadtan bacon 3.1 
Luncheon meots 1.8 
Smoked loins 0.0 
Ham slices 0.0 
100.0 
Broilers-Total 31.6* 
Whole 50.0 
Cut-up 24.1 
Parts 20.9 
Breasts 3.2 
Legs 1.8 
Light fowl (including turkeys) 0.0 
100.0 
Large 
Chains All 
36.9 
37 .5"f 
17.5:j: 
27.5 
5.0 
7 5 
5.0 
100.0 
20.5 
55.3 
18.4 
15.8 
5.2 
5.3 
0.0 
100.0 
17.8 
67.7 
9.7 
20.0 
0.0 
00 
2.6 
0.0 
0.0 
100.0 
24.8 
46.7 
22.2 
17.8 
4.5 
4.5 
4.3 
100.0 
Chains 
38.2 
38.6t 
22.9:t. 
20.0 
10.0 
5.7 
2.8 
100.0 
19.5 
55.4 
15.4 
16.9 
6.2 
3.1 
3.0 
100.0 
16.3 
62.1 
8.6 
22.4 
0.0 
3.4 
0.0 
1.8 
1.7 
100.0 
26.0 
48.0 
24.0 
20.0 
2.7 
2.7 
2.6 
100.0 
All Retail 
Firms 
37.6 
43.7t 
21.5:1: 
19.3 
11.1 
3.0 
1.4 
100.0 
18.8 
52.8 
15.7 
14.2 
8.7 
7.1 
1.5 
100.0 
15.0 
55.7 
13.9 
22.1 
2.5 
3.3 
0.8 
0.8 
0.9 
100.0 
28.6 
48.9 
24.1 
20.4 
2.9 
2.2 
1.5 
100.0 
*Indicates the percentage of meat directors identifying beef, pork, etc., as the meat class which was most effective when featured. The 
remaining figures in each class indicate tbe ranking of individual items within that class as to their effectiveness as features. 
tRated as best all-round performer in attracting customers and maintaining meat department profit structure. 
:!:Rated as second best all-round performer in attracting customers and maintaining meat department profit structure. 
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stores, and the opportunity for one~stop shopping. 
These considerations were of primary importance in 
the thinking of both affiliate and chain directors. 
Relatively more importance was accorded to all of 
these factors by large chains than by affiliates and 
small chains, the latter tending to rely on some coun~ 
tering strategy and tactics considered less important 
by chains. 
Second: Non~price practices. By non~price prac~ 
tices, meat directors specifically had in mind promo~ 
tions, advertising, trading stamps, etc. Somewhat 
more emphasis was placed on this factor by affiliates 
and small chains, while large chains ranked it third in 
importance behind low prices. 
TABLE 28.-Sales Volume Relative to Advertising 
and Promotional Expenditures by Type of Meat Prod-
uct, Ohio, 1964-65.* 
Percent of Advertising and 
Percent of Promotional Expenditures 
Product Sales Volume Devoted to Meat Products 
Meat 25.0 30.7 
Beef 41.2 34.4 
Pork (fresh) 12.2 22.1 
Broilers 13.0 17.5 
Pocker brands 28.3 18.0 
Provate brands 3.7 8.0 
Veal and lomb 1 6 o.ot 
100.0 100.0 
*Average percentages from oil retail organizations in the study. 
tLess than 1 percent. 
TABLE 27.-Percentage Distribution of the Effects of Selected Fresh Meat Product Specials on the Sales Vol-
ume of Other Fresh Meat Items by Type of Retail Organization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated Large All Retail 
Special-Fresh Meat Product Groups Chains All Chains Firms 
Beef Feature 
Lowers Volume of: 
Pork Yes 36.4 57.1 38.5 37.5 
No 36.3 28.6 53.9 45.8 
Broilers Yes 27.3 57.1 46.2 37.5 
Nc. 45.4 28.6 46.2 45.8 
No answer 27.3 14.3 7.6 16.7 
Pork Feature 
Lowers Volume of: 
Beef Yes 27.3 0.0 0.0 12.5 
No 45.5 85.7 92.4 70.9 
Broilers Yes 36.4 14.3 23.1 29.2 
No 36.4 71.4 69.3 54.2 
No answer 27.2 14.3 7.6 16.6 
Broiler Feature 
lowers Volume of: 
Beef Yes 36.5 0.0 15.4 25.0 
No 36.2 85.7 77.0 58.4 
Pork Yes 54.6 0.0 7.7 29.2 
No 18.1 85.7 84.7 54.2 
No answer 27.3 14 3 7.6 16.6 
TABLE 29.-Percentage Distribution of Total Retail Meat Advertising and Promotional Budget by Type of Re-
tail Organization and Class of Meat Product, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Affiliated Large All Retail 
Product Groups Chains All Chains Firms 
Fresh Meats 
Average 72.0 75.0 77.0 74.0 
Range 30-80 50-90 50-95 50-95 
Packer Brands 
Average 16.0 20.0 20.0 18.0 
Range 10-30 5-40 5-40 5-40 
Private Brands 
Average 12.0 5.0 3.0 8.0 
Range 0-30 5-15 5-15 0-30 
_,.. .... -~ --------~ 
--------
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EFFECT OF BEEF FEATURE 
57.1 
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Fig. a.-Estimated effects of features on other products, by percentage of responses. 
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TABLE 30.-Percentage Distribution of Retail AdverHsing and Promotional Funds Devoted to Fresh Meat 
Products by Type of Retail Organization and Class of Fresh Meat, Ohio, 1964-65. 
------
------
Affiliated Large All Retail Product Groups Chains All Chains Firms 
Beef 
Average 44.0 55.0 49.6 46.5 
Range 30-50 40-66 40-66 30-66 
Pork 
Average 32.0 20.0 27.3 29.8 
Range 18-50 12.5-25 12.5-50 12.5-50 
Broders 
Average 24.0 25.0 23.1 23.7 
Range 15-30 12.5-40 10-40 10-40 
TABLE 31.-Percentage Distribution of Advertising Media Used by Retailers by Type of Retail Organization, 
Ohio, 1964-65.* 
Advertising Media 
Newspapers 
Televis,on 
Radio 
Handb1lls 
Bdlboards 
M1scellaneous 
Affiliated 
Groups 
72.0 
0.7 
1.2 
14.9 
5.7 
5.5 
100.0 
*Based on established expenditures of advertising budget. 
Large 
Chains 
73.2 
8.3 
9.1 
6.8 
1.3 
1.3 
100.0 
All Chains 
76.9 
7.7 
8.3 
5.5 
0.7 
0.9 
100.0 
All Retail 
Firms 
74.1 
4.4 
5.0 
9.8 
3.0 
3.7 
100.0 
TABLE 32.-Percentage Distribution of Promotional Methods Judged Most Effective, by Type of Retail Organi-
zation, Ohio, 1964-65.* 
Methods 
Posters 
Census information 
Recipes and menus 
News media 
Political lobby 
Demonstrat1ons and merchandising help 
County organizations 
None effective 
Affiliated 
Groups 
47.1 
5.9 
5.9 
12.0 
5.9 
5.9 
12.0 
5.3 
100.0 
Large 
Chains All Chains 
28.6 29.6 
0.0 0.0 
28.8 25.9 
21.4 18.5 
0.0 0.0 
21.4 22.3 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 3.7 
100 0 100 0 
*Includes promotional programs sponsored by suppliers and national trade associations, as well as by the retail organ1zat1ons. 
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All Retail 
Firms 
36.4 
2.3 
17.2 
15.9 
2.3 
16.0 
4.5 
4.4 
100.0 
TABLE 33.-Percentage Distribution of Most Effective and Least Effective Competitors as Rated by Type of 
Retail Organization, Ohio, 1964-65. 
Type of 
Competitor 
Affilrated Groups 
Chain Organizations 
National 
Regional 
Local 
Affiliated Group~-­
Mosl Effective Least Effective 
Competitor Competitor 
29.7 24.6 
32.3 
23.0 
15.0 
100.0 
67.3 
0.0 
8.1 
100.0 
--------·---·----- --- ~ 
Third: Low prices. In the thinking of large 
chain meat directors, low prices ranked second only to 
physical factors as a competitive device. Small chains 
ranked low prices third in importance, while affiliates 
ranked it fourth as a competitive factor. This reflects 
to some extent the competitive strengths of the differ-
ent retail organizations. 
Fourth: The firm image in the local community 
was ranked third in importance by large chains hut 
was considered somewhat less important by affiliates 
and small chains, being ranked fifth by both types of 
organizations. 
Fifth: Operational factors were accorded nearly 
as much importance by small chains and affiliates as 
were low prices and non-price practices. Specifically 
mentioned by affiliates in this regard were flexibility 
and efficiency, to which small chains appended prod-
uct quality and service. Conversely, large chains 
considered operational factors inconsequential, per-
haps in part because these factors are often rigidly 
controlled by chain policy. 
Sixth: The importance that large chains accord-
ed to market conduct permitted this factor to avoid 
last place in the aggregate scale of values for all meat 
directors. This included the use of market power and 
predatory tactics in a local market area to meet the 
competition of a particularly aggressive firm. 
Seventh: Partly because the interviewers forced 
meat programs to be considered separately, they were 
accorded last place. Legitimately, they are influenced 
by and are an element of low prices, non-price prac-
tices, and operational factors. 
Interviewees were asked to evaluate the effective-
ness of their competitors, in view of these seven criter-
ia. The directors were specific; they named names. 
The generalizations which follow are a composite res-
ume of their observations (Table 33). 
Thirty-nine percent of the firms identified as 
principal (and, by inference, most effective) competi-
tors were national chains. Sixty-three percent were 
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All Chains 
---
Most Effective Least Effective 
Competitor Competitor 
12.8 45.3 
46.7 45.1 
24.6 4.8 
15.9 4.8 
100.0 100.0 
~~--
All Retail Firms 
Most Effective Least Effective 
Competitor Competitor 
21.3 36.1 
39.4 
23.9 
15.4 
100.0 
54.9 
2.7 
6.3 
100.0 
either national or regional chains. Chain store direc-
tors identified national and regional chains as consti-
tuting more than 70 percent of their principal compe-
tition and considered local chains more effective com-
petition than affiliated organizations, which were ac-
corded last place. 
Affiliate directors, on the other hand, held a more 
respectful view of affiliates as competitors. By a 
slight margin, however, they still acknowledged na-
tional chains to be their principal competitors. Affili-
ated competitors ranked second, somewhat ahead of 
regional chains, and local chains were least seriously 
regarded as competitors. Obviously, from these re-
sponses, meat directors for both chains and affiliates 
were biased in favor of the type of operation with 
which they were identified. But even the affiliate di-
rectors conceded first place as effective competitors to 
national chains. Average judgments for the entire 
group placed regional chains and affiliated groups 
about even, with both more effective than local chains 
(Table 33). 
On the other hand, what are the pitfalls leading 
to ineffective competition? Here again are seven 
principal categories. They identify, in order of im-
portance and in the judgment of the directors, the 
ways in which a firm can most quickly get in trouble 
as an effective competitor. Viewed positively, they 
suggest the areas which might be examined most fruit-
fully for opportunities to improve competitive per-
formance. 
First: Operational failures. Inefficiency of the 
firm resulting from inflexibility in central planning, 
supervision, service, and quality standards. Obvious-
ly, these sound like the difficulties of centralization and 
the characteristics of bureaucracy. Not surprisingly, 
this factor ranked first only because of the preoccupa-
tion it caused chain meat directors (both large and 
small). Affiliates found it much less of a problem. 
Second: Non-price practices. Affiliates were as 
conscious of this competitive weakness as chains were 
of operational failures. This weakness was ranked 
second by chains but was the main preoccupation 
among affiliates. This category included weak promo~ 
tiona! programs, poor brand identification, weak ad~ 
vertising, the failure of trading stamps to achieve ac~ 
ceptance, and a self-conscious concern among the af-
filiates that perhaps they pushed their private labels 
too hard. All agreed that, among these non-price 
practices, a weak advertising program was the most 
serious of competitive sins. 
So vigorous and articulate were the concerns reg-
istered for these two categories, operational failur~s 
and non-price practices, that they constituted nearly 
60 percent of the competitive weaknesses mentioned 
by all meat directors. Consequ~ntly, the remaining 
five sources of difficulty occupy relatively minor roles. 
Third: Physical factors such as store size and store 
location were rated third. The concern for such 
problems was quite evenly shared (about 15 percent) 
by affiliate and large and small chain directors. 
Fourth: Failure to develojJ an effective meat pro-
gram ranked fourth in importance. It is interesting 
to note that, while chains did not regard meat pro-
grams with much enthusiasm as an ingredient of com-
petitive effectiveness, they placed more emphasis than 
affiliates on the lack of a program a,<; a competitive 
weakness. 
Fifth: Failure to achieve a satisfactory local image 
ranked fifth, largely due to its ranking by affiliates. 
Large chains did not consider this as a serious weak-
ness. Perhaps they choose to ignore rather than con-
front a fact which is difficult to change in a massive 
organization. 
Sixth and Seventh: Ratings received by the last 
two factors were so low that they can be dismissed by 
concluding that, in the eyes of these meat directors, in-
effective competition is not directly attributable either 
to high prices or to non-aggressive market conduct. 
Using these judgments as a basis, the meat direc-
tors identified their least effective competitors. 
Sixty-seven percent of the affiliates and nearly half of 
the chains identified national chains a'l their least ef-
fective competition (Table 33). The charge of over-
centralization was largely responsible for this. 
Affiliated groups were second to be identified as 
least effective competitors. In this case, non-price 
practices or failures in such practices were strongly 
associated with this judgment. These failures, one 
may suppose, come about partly as a result of too little 
centralization or at least too little control. 
Regional chains fared best. Seldom were they 
identified as least effective competitors. Relative to 
their second ranking position as most effective com-
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petitors, these medium-sized, close-knit, centrally con-
trolled organizations appear to enjoy the best of hoth 
worlds. They not only have the organizational 
structure in which control is more readily implement-
ed but their smaller size permits more local and re-
gional flexibility. 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
In brief, the findings of this study include the fol-
lowing: 
• Meat programs, both :mpplier and retail 
store programs, have grown in prevalence, scope of 
activities, and formality. 
• Most retail store programs, whether spon-
sored by chains or affiliated organizations, include 
the centralization of procurement and the central de-
termination of retail pricing, features, advertising, 
and promotional strategies. Central warehousing of 
meat is rare in small chains and affiliated organiza-
tions but is an important dimension of large chain 
meat programs. 
• Regional packers predominated as suppliers 
of fresh meat and branded products, both for affiliates 
and chains in Ohio. National packers were relative-
ly unimportant except as suppliers of beef for large 
chains and as suppliers of lamb and certain branded 
products for all firms. 
• Among affiliates, the most important single 
criterion in selecting a supplier was dependable ser-
vice and the most common cause for dismissal was 
unreliable delivery. Among large chains, uniform 
quality, reliability, and integrity were important 
characteristics in selecting suppliers and most dismis-
sals occurred because of inferior or inconsistent qual-
ity and unreliable delivery. 
• All 24 firms employed formula prices to pur-
chase some or all of their fresh meat requirements. 
Formulas were most widely used in beef and fresh 
pork purchases. Chains employed rigid formulas to 
a greater extent than affiliated organizations, which 
frequently permitted "other considerations" to enter 
into the pricing decision. 
• About two-thirds of the fresh beef purchased 
by affiliates was by personal inspection, compared to 
one-fourth of the chain beef requirement. Approxi-
mately three-fourths of all orders were placed by tele-
phone, with visiting salesmen comprising most of the 
remainder. Sales calls were more heavily used by 
chains and for ordering branded products. 
• Affiliates typically dealt with more suppliers, 
placed orders fewer days in advance of need, and 
placed more orders per week than chains. 
• Private label meat products made up 14 per-
cent of total branded meat sales and 4 percent of total 
meat sales. Private labels were most important in 
bacon sales, followed by wieners, luncheon meats, and 
fresh sausage. 
• Realized gross margins ranged from 19 to 23 
percent and averaged 21.5 percent of retail meat 
sales. Attempted gross margins on fresh meat were 
normally 3 to 4 percent above the realized gross mar-
gin for these products. 
• While many factors are considered in estab-
lishing retail prices and deciding on features, the 
dominant considerations are competitors' prices and 
actions. 
• Beef chuck and round steak were uniformly 
considered the best features in attracting customers 
and maintaining meat department profits. Consid-
erable disagreement was found as to the impact of 
certain features on the sale of other products. 
• On the average, 31 percent of the advertising 
and promotional budget of the firms studied was de-
voted to meat, which represented 25 percent of store 
sales. Affiliates gave more advertising and promo-
tional effort to brand-name products and less to fresh 
meats than chains did and placed more emphasis on 
private labels. 
• In appraising the ingredients of successful 
competitive performance, physical factors were rank-
ed first, followed by non-price practices, low prices, 
local image, operational factors, market conduct, and 
meat programs. Conversely, those characteristics 
most often associated with ineffective competition were 
operational failures and ineffective non-price practices. 
Some Broader Implications 
Meat procurement methods used by retail food 
stores and the associated pricing arrangements have 
undergone fundamental changes in recent years. 
These changes mark significant adjustments in mar-
ket conduct in the wholesale meat trade. Resultant 
pressures in wholesaling activities are causing changes 
from conventional attitudes and procedures in meat 
packing and in livestock production and marketing. 
Much of the change occurring in meat whole-
saling is in response to structural and technological 
changes in the industry. But the rate of change 
seems accelerated by the growth of "meat programs" 
which represent a primitive but rapidly evolving sys-
tems approach to the problems of meat procurement, 
distribution, and merchandising. 
Traditional marketing channels in the wholesale 
meat trade involved much individual price negotia-
tion, purchase by inspection, packer and wholesaler 
delivery routes to stores, and substantial latitude for 
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independent decision-making by retail meat depart-
ment managers. The growth of chain and affiliated 
groups, self-service, and the desire for product stand-
ardization have encouraged evolutionary changes such 
as increased use of Federal grades for beef, private 
labels, increased direct shipments which by-pass pack-
er branch houses and independent wholesalers, and 
the development of chain or affiliated warehouses 
which receive such shipments. Opportunities for 
further standardization and central control are en-
hanced by these changes. 
Meat programs represent the efforts of retailers 
(and suppliers) to maximize the opportunities for im-
proved operational efficiency which such changes 
present_l• The contrast between traditional activi-
ties and those described in a complete meat program 
are striking. Central decision making and control, 
facilitated by the existence of a warehouse, result in 
purchase by description, warehouse deliveries by sup-
pliers (direct shipments), standardized wholesale 
pricing schedules (formula pricing), and the central-
ized store services which have been outlined. Auto-
nomy at the store level is reduced/ 0 packer-wholesaler 
delivery routes diminish or disappear, and central 
strategies are more effectively executed by the homo-
genized tactics of scattered retail stores. 
Meat programs do not generate market power; 
they articulate the demands of a power which already 
exists. They are not a basis for internal control; they 
are created by controls already at hand. They do 
not create a basis for organized activity; they arrange 
the activities which already enjoy an organizational 
framework. 
Much of the enthusiasm about meat programs 
and much of the urgency accompanying their devel-
opment among small chains and affiliates rests on 
mistaken expectations which are not likely to be real-
ized. Meat programs will not help to control mem-
ber-retailers as much as control of member-retailers 
will help programs. Meat programs, per se, do not 
beget confidence and loyalty of member-retailers. 
Rather, they depend on the confidence and loyalty 
earned by performance in non-meat programs and in 
the initial phases of a meat program. 
When viewed in the proper context, however, as 
a systems approach to activities which can be control-
led, meat programs hold attractive possibilities for 
retailers. So attractive are the possibilities that in-
centives to achieve the prerequisite control elements 
probably will be a contributing factor to the growth 
"Pricing efficiency, however, may not be one of the goals. 
Rather, monopsonistic pricing is an attractive goal often sought un-
der the guise of price standardization for improved planning. 
10Central policy usually attempts to minimize and sometimes to 
forbid sales calls by suppliers to individual stores. 
and merger rate among small chains, to increased 
development by affiliated wholesalers of "company 
stores" which the wholesaler owns but services along 
with those of member-retailers, and to increased levels 
of commitment imposed on affiliate membership. 
Present meat programs among small chains and 
affiliates, even lacking sufficient control or failing to 
represent significant power, undoubtedly aid the or-
ganizations they serve by bringing a relative degree 
of order to a comparative condition of chaos. But 
the full benefits of programs in the long run are like-
ly to accrue to organizations with the internal struc-
ture to control them and with sufficient market pow-
er to benefit from having it expressed through a pro-
gram which can be enforced. 
The gradual shift in market power, over the past 
half-century, from meat packers to retailers has 
brought a growing respect for market-oriented pro-
duction planning to the livestock meat industry. 
Consumer-minded retailers with skill to specify and 
power to enforce their demands have been factors in 
the emergence of a functional marketing system from 
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a less responsive product distribution network.20 Yet 
the coordination of demand and supply response re-
mains a clumsy process. The growth of meat pro-
grams suggests emphatically that remaining ineffi-
ciencies are under systematic attack. The implica-
tions of total meat program development lie not so 
much in the power which programs would represent 
as in the keen edge of purposefulness they would give 
to power which is already acknowledged. 
An articulate expression of required product 
characteristic-s, together with an enforceable21 set of 
rewards and punishments whirh can he applied with 
discriminating prerision, enormously improve the 
sensitivity and agility of supply response. The proc-
ess of change, proreeding at an evolutionary pace, 
is greatly speeded up. 
'"Documentation of this shift and exploration of its effects are 
readily found in agricultural marketing literature. Much of this ma-
terial has been integrated and interpreted by Williams, W. F., and 
T. T. Stout. 1964. Economics of the L1vestock-Meat Industry. Mac-
Millan, New York. 
"The term implies that sufficient power is available to over-
come resisting power and reciprocal pressure which may be encoun-
tered. 
7~ State 'Ja ~ ea~ ~'t 
/l~at 1<e4ea'td ad '!)ettd~ 
Ohio's major soil types and climatic 
conditions are represented at the Research 
Center's 12 locations. Thus, Center scien-
tists can make field tests under conditions 
similar to those encountered by Ohio 
farmers. 
Research is conducted by 13 depart-
ments on more than 6200 acres at Center 
headquarters in Wooster, ten branches, 
and The Ohio State University. 
Center Headquarters, Wooster, Wayne 
County: 1953 acres 
Eastern Ohio Resource Development Cen-
ter, Caldwell, Noble County: 2053 
acres 
Jackson Branch, Jackson, Jackson Coun-
ty: 344 acres 
Mahoning County Farm, Canfield: 275 
acres 
Muck Crops Branch, Willard, Huron Coun-
ty: 15 acres 
North Central Branch, Vickery, Erie Coun-
ty: 335 acres 
Northwestern Branch, Hoytville, Wood 
County: 247 acres 
Southeastern Branch, Carpenter, Meigs 
County: 330 acres 
Southern Branch, Ripley, Brown County: 
275 acres 
Vegetable Crops Branch, Marietta, Wash-
ington County: 20 acres 
Western Branch, South Charleston, Clark 
County: 428 acres 
